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Photo by Annette Ruzicka
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In March this year, Queensland
became the first state in Australia
to offer national park-level legal
protections to private land.

I

n the face of threats from climate change,
dedicated protected areas are becoming more
important than ever. Whether they be Indigenous,
government or privately-owned, these places are the
bush’s safety net. They will provide refuge to our
native species when they find their current habitats
no longer suit them.

In ‘Fit for the future’ (p. 8), we look at why Bush
Heritage’s Yourka Reserve, a dedicated ‘nature refuge’
on the edge of Queensland’s Wet Tropics World
Heritage Area, has been identified as ‘climate change
refugia’ of the highest importance for conservation,
and what we’re doing to keep it healthy.
Protected areas also play a critical role in
safeguarding strongholds – habitats that support
strong populations of threatened or sensitive
species. Wunambal Gaambera country, in the
northern Kimberley region of Western Australia,
is a stronghold for many species. ‘Refuge in the
Kimberley’ (p. 2) explores how the work that
Uunguu Rangers are doing to look after their
cultural values is also helping to maintain
wider habitat health.

from you like grime, and your soul unfurls,” she
writes of her arrival at Bush Heritage’s Liffey Valley
reserves in northern Tasmania. Her words speak to
the fact that humans need nature; it calms our mind,
alleviates stress and generally increases wellbeing.
Our protected areas can only ever be as secure as the
law allows. In March this year, Queensland became
the first state in Australia to offer national park-level
legal protections to private land. This is something
Bush Heritage has long advocated for, and we have
already begun the process of having one of our
reserves assessed under the new ‘special wildlife
reserves’ category.
The stories in the following pages highlight the
importance of ensuring these special places are
protected forever and shed light on what could
happen if they aren’t.
Thank you, as always, for your interest, support
and love of the bush.

Heather Campbell
Chief Executive Officer

As award-winning author Nikki Gemmell reminds
us in her article ‘Sanctuary of solace’ (p. 10), there
are other, less tangible reasons for ensuring the
bush is protected forever. “The city stresses wash
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Refuge in the
Kimberley
As Uunguu Rangers work to achieve the targets of
their healthy country plan, they are also helping to
maintain and improve habitat in one of Australia’s most
important refuges, to the benefit of many animals.
STORY BY DR VIKI CR AMER

7 Munurru (King Edward River).
Photo by Mark Jones
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rom the air, Pariaba rests on the edge of the
Timor Sea like a gnarled hand, the boney
cap of its laterite plateau fringed with gullies
of monsoon rainforest that fall down to the ocean.
A wire fence runs across the narrow stretch of land,
incised on both east and west by mangrove-fringed
creeks, where the wrist of the peninsula joins the
coast. No feral cattle roam here. The peninsula is
naturally protected from wildfires, and feral cats
are rarely seen.
Species that are critically endangered across the
border in the Northern Territory, such as the Goldenbacked Tree-rat (Mesembriomys macrurus) and Pale
Field Rat (Rattus tunneyi), are abundant on Pariaba,
as is the endangered Northern Quoll (Dasyurus
hallucatus). Largely free from fire, cats and cattle,
Pariaba is a refuge for the small mammals that are
fast declining across much of Australia’s north.

When Wunambal Gaambera
people see big animals on country,
they know it is healthy, and they
see it as a sign that smaller
animals are thriving, too.
The Bougainville Peninsula, as it is known in English,
is part of the Uunguu (living home) of the Wunambal
and Gaambera peoples of the Kimberley region. For
the past ten years, Wunambal Gaambera Aboriginal
Corporation’s Uunguu Rangers have been working
to keep their country healthy and protect all species
within the Uunguu Indigenous Protected Area.
Bush Heritage’s long-standing partnership with
Wunambal Gaambera began in 2008 with the
drafting of the Wunambal Gaambera Healthy
Country Plan 2010–2020, and we continue to
support the plan’s implementation.
The plan includes targets around improving the
health of apex animals such as aamba (kangaroos
and wallabies) and jebarra (emu), wulo (rainforest)
and rock art, and the implementation of right-way
fire. In the process of working towards those targets,
Uunguu Rangers are also having a much broader
impact; when Wunambal Gaambera people see big
animals on country, they know it is healthy and they
see it as a sign that smaller animals are thriving, too.
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One of the most effective tools Uunguu Rangers
deploy to protect habitat is right-way fire. Through
this program, rangers have been working to end the
cycle of late season wildfires. Right-way fire uses
a `two-way' approach that blends traditional fire
knowledge with modern technologies such as
satellite mapping and aerial incendiary devices.
The decline of the traditional fire practices of
Aboriginal Australians has seen early dry season fires
replaced by intense, late season wildfires that burn
over hundreds of thousands of hectares.
Mammals have little chance of escaping from these
fast-burning wildfires. If they do manage to evade
the flames, fires of that intensity can completely
devastate habitat.
The fires lit by Uunguu Rangers in the early dry
season are cooler, slower fires that burn over smaller
areas. Right-way fire, as a primary 'healthy country
tool', helps improve and maintain habitat for aamba
and jebarra.
“Burning the right way is important for making sure
there is enough food for aamba to grow healthy,” says
Neil Waina, Uunguu Head Ranger. “Since we started
our burning program we have noticed more animals
like kangaroos and emus coming back.”
Right-way fire also benefits other species such as
quolls (wijingarri in Wunambal language or bangajii
in Gaambera language); smaller and cooler fires help
create a mosaic of burnt and unburnt vegetation,
which results in different food plants and habitats.
“When we go out bush, we see the big animals like
kangaroos and emus. If they are healthy then we
know the country is healthy. We see the smaller
animals in the camera traps, so we know we are
burning country the right way,” says Neil.
1 Uunguu Ranger Maggie Captain. Photo by Russell Ord
2 A Cane Toad. Photo by Nic Gambold
3 Uunguu Ranger Terrick Bin Sali holding a Northern Quoll.
Photo by Mark Jones
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The Cane Toads cometh
Cane Toads arrived in earnest on Wunambal
Gaambera country in the 2018 wet season, making
it as far west as the Mitchell Plateau. While they’re
a threat to the survival of many small mammals,
Northern Quolls are particularly at risk; the quolls’
size (the largest males weigh just over a kilogram) and
ferociousness means they are capable of attacking
adult Cane Toads and ingesting a lethal dose of toxin.
As Cane Toads advanced across the Northern
Territory, Northern Quoll populations immediately
collapsed, and scientists are deeply concerned that
Kimberley quolls face a similar fate.
In rugged and remote areas with limited road
access it’s difficult to manage threats such as Cane
Toads, says Tom Vigilante, Wunambal Gaambera
Aboriginal Corporation's Healthy Country Manager a Bush Heritage-funded role.
Uunguu Rangers, as part of healthy country
operations, are assisting scientists from Western
Australia’s Department of Biodiversity, Conservation
and Attractions to test whether Northern Quolls can
be trained to avoid Cane Toads. Cane Toad ‘sausages’
made from toad flesh and laced with a chemical
that induces nausea are dropped from helicopters
into Northern Quoll habitat. The idea is that any
Northern Quoll that eats a sausage will develop a
negative association to the smell of Cane Toads
and avoid them.
It’s a method that shows promise but is not without
technical difficulties: the sausages need to be dropped
from the air in the afternoon so they land fresh, but
are not eaten by ants before the quolls emerge from
their dens at dusk. And, of course, the quolls need to
find them.
“It’s not a silver bullet,” says Tom, “but it might help
increase survival a little.”

As Cane Toads advanced
across the Northern Territory,
Northern Quoll populations
immediately collapsed, and
scientists are deeply concerned
that Kimberley quolls face
a similar fate.

Museums of evolution
The artesian springs on Edgbaston Reserve
are strongholds for ancient life, such as the world’s
only population of the Red-finned Blue-eye fish.
Thanks to a three-part conservation approach,
their numbers are beginning to recover.
STORY BY JANE LYONS
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dgbaston Reserve in central Queensland is
a never-ending expanse of open claypans,
cracked earth and beating sun. It’s one of the
last places you’d expect to find permanent water, but
tucked away on the eastern side of the reserve, at the
base of an escarpment, is the most ecologically diverse
freshwater spring complex in Australia. Here, some
100 springs are home to over a dozen species found
nowhere else.
Bush Heritage bought the 8074-hectare Edgbaston
Reserve, on Innigai and Bidjara country, in 2008 to
protect its springs, which are fed by water that bubbles
up from the Great Artesian Basin (GAB), an ancient
aquifer that lies under 22 percent of Australia. There
are more than 600 GAB springs, but many have been
destroyed through pastoralism or mining, or have
dried up due to excessive extraction of groundwater
from the GAB. The species that rely on these springs
are now listed as an endangered community.

“Species have been isolated in these springs for so long
that there's been an incredible amount of evolution
and development of species,” says Dr Pippa Kern,
Bush Heritage Freshwater and Wetlands ecologist.
“The level of diversity that we have in the Edgbaston
springs is probably the highest of any springs in the
Great Artesian Basin, and that's why this is such an
important area for conservation.”
Edgbaston’s springs and the Great Artesian Basin
owe their existence to the prehistoric Eromanga Sea
that covered much of arid inland Australia about 110
million years ago and laid down the sediment that
capped the basin.
Having been isolated in the middle of the outback
for millions of years, many plants, invertebrates and
fish in Edgbaston’s springs have evolved into species
found nowhere else on the planet, making the springs
‘museums of evolution’.
Cue a special little fish that Bush Heritage has been
working particularly hard to protect: the Red-finned
Blue-eye (Scaturiginichthys vermeilipinnis).
These translucent slips of silver with their baby blue
eyes and vermillion fins are one of the world’s rarest
fish. First recorded by Europeans in 1990, Red-finned
Blue-eyes are only found on Edgbaston Reserve and
are listed as ‘critically endangered’.
“There were originally seven populations of Redfinned Blue-eyes. By the time Bush Heritage bought
the property, only four remained, but a number of
those were already compromised by the invasive
Mosquitofish (Gambusia holbrooki). Now, all but

“The level of diversity that we
have in the Edgbaston springs
is probably the highest of any
springs in the Great Artesian
Basin, and that's why this
is such an important area
for conservation.”
one of those natural populations has disappeared
because of the Mosquitofish threat,” says Pippa.
But thanks to a three-part conservation approach,
the Red-finned Blue-eye population has slowly
begun to recover.
“Over the last decade Bush Heritage has worked to
create new translocated populations, taking fish from
the one remaining natural population and moving
them into springs that are free from the Mosquitofish,”
says Pippa.
The next step has been to surround the springs with
fences of fine mesh that stop the Mosquitofish from
entering the springs. But, most importantly, Bush
Heritage has cracked the key to breeding Red-finned
Blue-eye in captivity.
Previous attempts by other groups to breed the fish in
traditional aquariums had failed: the fish survived, but
they didn’t breed. The answer was to create artificial
springs that replicate their naturally occurring homes.
This is done by sinking bores that release water into
tanks buried in the ground, creating artificial spring
wetlands. These captive-bred fish will be translocated
into a natural spring to create new wild populations.
It’s been a year since the captive-breeding program
kicked off, and two of those translocated populations
have already increased from about 50-70 fish to
about 100.
The future is now starting to look brighter for this
living relic of an ancient past.
Funding for Bush Heritage’s Red-finned Blue-eye projects
has been provided by the Mohamed bin Zayed Species
Conservation Fund and the Queensland Government
Nature Assist Program through an Everyone’s
Environment Grant.

8 A natural artesian spring on Edgbaston Reserve, Qld.
Photo by Annette Ruzicka
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Fit for the future
In the face of climate change, keeping Bush Heritage’s
Yourka Reserve healthy has never been more important.
The fates of many species could rely on it.
STORY BY K ATE THORBURN
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or many years, spatial ecologist Dr April
Reside spent her working days at James Cook
University glued to her desk, painstakingly
mapping the future.

Her research predicts how, by the year 2085, climate
change will have affected the distribution of more
than 1700 native vertebrate species.
“It was a big undertaking,” laughs April. “The
data was immense; the sheer amount of it was the
challenging part.”
As rainfall and temperature patterns change, the local
climates that many native animals have evolved to
survive in will shift or shrink, and those animals will
be forced to find refuge elsewhere. April modelled
future climate change scenarios (lower emissions
versus ‘business as usual’) to determine which of the
1700 species she studied would have to move, and
where they were likely to move to and from.
She found that, like a well-stocked supermarket,
some regions will be able to support more animals
than others. The protection of these refugia will be
8

critical if we’re to limit the loss of native species
in the face of climate change.
Enter the Einasleigh Uplands in far north
Queensland, where Bush Heritage’s Yourka Reserve
is located on the traditional lands of the Jirrbal and
Warrungu peoples. April’s research identified the
Einasleigh Uplands as one of the most important
refugia in Queensland, reaffirming Bush Heritage’s
decision, in 2007, to acquire Yourka so it would be
protected forever.
What makes Yourka such a key priority for
conservation is the breadth of local climates and
ecosystems in its 43,500 hectares, and the sheer
diversity of species that those ecosystems support.
“We average 26-28 inches of rainfall a year on the
western side, and around 45 inches on the eastern
side; we go from temperatures in the mid-40s and
90 percent humidity in Summer to 13 percent
humidity and -3 degrees in Winter; and our
elevation ranges from 580 to 940 metres,”
says Yourka Reserve Manager Paul Hales.

1 A Striped Possum. Photo by Martin Willis

Not only do these dramatic temperature, rainfall
and elevation gradients make Yourka a biodiversity
hotspot now, they make the landscape more resilient
to climate change and mean it will likely be a future
biodiversity hotspot, too.
By 2085, animals like the Striped Possum, Gould’s
Wattled Bat and Southern Brown-bandicoot, none of
which are currently found in the Einasleigh Uplands,
are predicted to find suitable climate there as their
current habitats shift or shrink. Meanwhile, key
species already found in the region, such as Northern
and Spotted-tail quolls, will likely persist there.
In the 12 years since Bush Heritage purchased
Yourka, the organisation’s management of the reserve
has improved habitat for the benefit of its current and
future inhabitants. Significant threats such as weeds,
feral pigs and cats are being controlled, while regular
controlled burns have opened the forest up to small
mammals and reptiles, which are critical prey for
larger predators such as quolls.
Paul, who has been managing the reserve since the
beginning, sees the impact firsthand.

What makes Yourka such
a key priority for conservation is
the breadth of local climates and
ecosystems in its 43,500 hectares,
and the sheer diversity of species
that those ecosystems support.
“We’re seeing Brush-tailed Possums far more often
now and we’ve got birds like Chestnut-breasted
Mannikins turning up every year; I didn’t see any
of them the first eight years we lived here,” he says.
Speaking down the phone from her office in Brisbane,
April says preserving Australia’s unique biodiversity
boils down to making smart land management
decisions, just like Bush Heritage’s purchase of Yourka.
“It’s such a great feeling to know that your work is
useful and that there was a point to it,” she says
of her research.
“We can do all these fancy models and look at
climate space moving, but actually retaining habitat
and maintaining healthy populations of species is
the best chance we’ve got for their persistence in
the future.”
9
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Sanctuary of solace
When award-winning author Nikki Gemmell visited
Bush Heritage’s Liffey Valley reserves in Tasmania, she
discovered a landscape where quietness reigns, far
removed from her hometown of Sydney.
STORY BY NIKKI GEMME LL
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rom Launceston Airport the land flattens and
the sky widens and you breathe out as the city
stresses wash from you like grime, and your soul
unfurls. You drive through the beautifully named
Liffey Valley past paddocks of long grass bleached by
the sun and tilting barns with corrugated iron roofs
curled like leaves. In the parlance of Henry James,
you’re arrowing into a ‘great good place’; somewhere
that brings you to recovery and rest. And as you
head to the distant blue hills it feels like you’re
diving into a secret world.
But it’s for all of us.
You arrive. Step out of your car. The freshness of the
air hits you like an embrace. ‘Day Access Encouraged’
says the sign by the Liffey River that leads you to
Bob Brown’s humble cottage, which he’s gifted to the
nation through Bush Heritage, and how blessed we
all are to have access to this wild land. It rests on the
very edge of the vast Tasmanian Wilderness World
Heritage Area, but the wrong edge - because once
the loggers were eyeing it off.
Now, endangered Wedge-tailed Eagles soar above
you and a Platypus hides under the bridge and deep
in the bush are many native species, whose habitat
will never be disturbed. This magic idyll deep in
north-central Tasmania is called Oura Oura; named
after the cry of the Yellow-tailed Black-cockatoo.
A humble wooden cottage huddles like a closed fist
beneath the great loom of an escarpment with a
sheer rock face at its crest. Bob has climbed to the
summit many times, once on a moonlit night when
he was robbed of sleep by some fractious political
entanglement and needed to think. He writes all his
books at Oura Oura, by kerosene lamp or candle.
There’s no electricity, he doesn’t need it.
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Just down the road is Liffey River Reserve, which
Bob bought in 1990. He got wind of two logging
sites of immense ecological value up for sale, roped
in a friend to do his bidding with money he’d won for
an environmental prize. It covered the deposit but he
had to find the rest, fast. That was when the nonprofit Bush Heritage Australia was swiftly born,
of a beautiful idea: to acquire land in order to
protect it, forever.
Two hundred and seventy-five hectares have
grown to 1.24 million right across Australia, with
an additional 7.62 million managed in partnership.
Bob says that Bush Heritage has effectively
created a suite of private national parks. Goodness
shines. “Bush Heritage Australia is a landscape of
happiness,” says Bob, and you can feel it here and
among Bush Heritage staff. Good people, doing
good things, for all of us.
And so to the cradle of a national movement now
generating work for around 100 people. The Liffey
River Reserve is a sanctuary for the Spotted-tail
Quoll, Platypus, White Goshawk and Tasmanian
Devil. By the river, White Gums shoot to the sun
- dead straight and obscenely tall at more than 50
metres high - announcing that you’ve reached a very
special place. A wet sclerophyll wonderland awaits,
of Sassafras, myrtle, Stringybark, White Gum and
tree fern. Liffey is a last stronghold for White Gum
Wet Forest, one of the most extensively cleared
communities in Tasmania.
This land has a layered past, story upon story; of
Aboriginal people pushed from their land and snarers
who came for the possum fur and then loggers and
3 Wet sclerophyll forest on Liffey River Reserve, Tas.
Photo by Wayne Lawler/Ecopix

White Gums shoot to the
sun - dead straight and
obscenely tall at more than
50 metres high - announcing
that you’ve reached a
very special place.
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5 Tasmanian Aboriginal Community member Hank Horton
passing cultural knowledge down to the next generation;
Oura Oura Reserve, Tas. Photo by Chris Crerar

then environmentalists. Dotted through the ferny
undergrowth are mighty tree stumps, some still with
shoeboard holes in them from the loggers. Six men
holding hands in a circle would have just skirted the
stumps’ girths; this reserve is populated by the sad
ghosts of mighty trees.

centre for the Tasmanian Aboriginal community,
locals, day visitors, school groups and the loggers’
children and their children. So that Australia has this
land preserved forever - and so that as many of us
as possible understand why that’s important.
Goodness shines.

We walk on an old logging path called a Snig
Track now maintained by volunteers who keep the
Blackberry bushes and Fox Glove at bay; this is
a regenerating temperate rainforest. It feels like a
hidden paradise, a sanctuary of solace. Bugger the
kids, I laugh to Bush Heritage Reserve Manager
Annette Dean; they can fend for themselves after
I’m gone - my money’s now going to Bush Heritage.
For after all, the land it manages is their future too.

Nikki Gemmell is the author of 15 books, both fiction
and non fiction. She writes a column in The Weekend
Australian Magazine. Her next novel, The Ripping
Tree, will be published early next year.

Sarah Eccles is a Bush Heritage Aboriginal
Partnerships Officer. She says Bush Heritage is about
looking after country. “The reality of my work is
cultural survival. We’re raising the next generation
of carers. The kids are educating their parents.”
There are Aboriginal cultural activities at Oura
Oura and plans to convert its barn into an education
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“The reality of my work is
cultural survival. We’re raising
the next generation of carers.
The kids are educating
their parents.”
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Parting shot

My happy place
Mali Djarrbal
Arafura Swamp Ranger

Djilpin uniŋ narrakuŋ marlukuŋ ga mar’muŋukuŋ
marrap uniŋ. Nyiri narraka ŋaniwarrkuŋ.
Djïḻpin is my country. It is my country because it
belonged to my father and my grandfather.
Djïḻpin is the Goyder River, which flows to feed the
Arafura Swamp and then the saltwater. If you bring
your eyes and see what it looks like, you will feel the
country with your mind and soul.
When I go there, I can feel the wind and I know
the country is happy I am there. The country holds
the song lines and relationships and when I go to
Djïḻpin, my ancestors speak to me and give me
dreams. Every year when I go there, it changes.
When I walk on country, the country gives me
more knowledge to understand.

Arafura Swamp

When we go fishing, we say, “Guyu guwang ŋowalayn
gupurrui ŋaniwalayn djiniŋ ŋirriwaṯaŋu ga djuŋgayi ga
wayirri waṯaŋu,” which means ‘give us fish, we are
the Traditional Owners and caretakers right here.
Do not hide them from us.’
The women are very busy at Djïḻpin. We dive for
djalagu (water yam), dig for buyumar (long yams)
and make dilly bags and skirts from the inner-bark
from the djirrparr (Kurrajong tree). It takes us one
week to make a special damper from cycad nuts
called djakalangarr, we collect and prepare gunga
(pandanus) leaves for weaving baskets and mats,
cook traditionally in a djambal (bush oven) and teach
everything to the kids for the future generations.
Bush Heritage supports the work of the Arafura Swamp
Rangers through its Aboriginal Partnerships program.
See our website for more details.
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You can also donate online at:
bushheritage.org.au/donate

Please tear off and return this coupon to:
Bush Heritage Australia
Reply Paid 329
Flinders Lane VIC 8009

Our work relies on the support of generous
and passionate people like you.

Bush Heritage is a national
not-for-profit organisation.

via:

Cheque/money order (enclosed)

Visa

MasterCard

AMEX

Diners

Please send me information about including a gift to Bush Heritage in my will.			

Cardholder’s name							

All donations of $2 or more are tax-deductible.

Signature					

Card no.								 Expiry Date					

I will give $						

Email						Phone			Date of birth				

Address									State		Postcode			

Title		First name							Last name					

Yes, I want to help protect the critical strongholds holding our native species back from extinction.

Help protect the critical
strongholds holding our
native species back
from extinction.

Thank you
Bush Heritage gratefully acknowledges
the estate of Wendy Scanlon.
Thank you, also, to the many other people
who support our work. Together, we are
returning the bush to good health.

Did you enjoy this edition of bushtracks?
Pass it on.

